DIRECT DISPATCH SURVEY QUESTIONS

Q:1
What is the name of your ECD?

Q:2
What TENA region are you in?

Q:3
Does your ECD dispatch calls?

Q:4
How many PSAP's are in your District?

Q:5
Do they direct dispatch Law Enforcement calls for service

Q:6
Do they direct dispatch EMS calls for service?

Q:7
Do they direct dispatch Fire calls for service?

Q:8
If they transfer calls, how many agencies do they transfer to? If you do not transfer put NA

Q:9
If they conference a call to another agency, how many agencies do they conference to? If you do not conference put NA.

Q:10
When they transfer/conference calls, do they transfer to 911 lines or 10-digit lines?

Q:11
Does the ANI/ALI transfer with the call?

Q:12
Do the agencies they transfer to have the same CAD as they do?

Q:13
Would this bill passing cause your District to have to build onto the current center or possibly have to build a new center?

Q:14
Would the direct dispatch bill benefit or hurt your current operations? How?